Introduction
Early suggestions that solar wind particles may enter the magnetosphere at high latitudes in the sw.,ward hemisphere (Plaetnev, et al., 1965; Piddington ) 1965; Ershkovich, 1967; Spreiter and Summers, 1967; Willis, 1969) have recently been confirmed by measurements on the spacecraft ISIS-I (Heikkila and Winningham ) 1970), IMP 5 (Frank, 1970x) and InJun 5 (Frank and Ackerson, 1971) . On these spacecraft, a magnetosheath-like plasma is observed near the moon meridian plane on high latitudde ge canagneti:c field lines which intersect the earth at auroral oval latitudes near 780 . The IMP 5 measurements reveal the continual presence of this plasma in the region beyond 4 RE and the Injun 5 and ISIS-I measurements confirm its extension to lower altitudes. During one large magnetic storm OGO -5 detected similar type plasma at magnetic latitudes as low as 430 (Russell et al., 1970) Theoretical predictions of high latitude particle entry have generally suggested that such plasma would intrude at approximately 9 R and 700 latitude in a region of weak magnetic field surroundiru.; a "neutral point". This Few high wpogee spacecraft have had sufficiently high inclinations to sample the outer magnetosphere at high magnetic latitudes. The OGO-1 spacecraft reaches 58° geomagnetic latitude and Heppner et al. (1967) reported that the quantity 9 B (observed field strength minus unperturbed reference field strength using internal sources only ) decreased as the spacecraft moved to higher latitudes and in fact became negative in a region leward of approximately 40° geomagnetic g g Po ppr 1Y g maBnetic latitude. The IMF 3 spacecraft achieved adequately high latitudes late in its lifetime and in fact sampled field lines which turn back over the pole (Fairfield, 1968) but the 40y saturation level of the magnetometer instrumentation prevented an adequate study of magnetosphere fields in this region.
The first good opportunity to make high latitude-high altitude measurements began with IMF 5 which was launched on June 21, 1969 into i an eccentric polar orbit (inclination 86.8°) with initial apogee at a geocentric distance,of 28.7 R E approximately 15 0 east of the noon meridian plane. Although this spacecraft achieved only moderately high ecliptic latitudes beyond 6 RE , the maximuz tilt of the dipole at the time of the June launch meant that geamagnetic latitudes up to -4 r 75 were sampled at these larger distances. It is the purpose of this paper to make the initial report of these high latitude magnetic field measurements which correspond to the plasma observations reported by Frank (1970) . at least 400 latitude as discussed by Heppner at al. (1967) and Sugiura s at al. (1970) . The circles near 6 RE in the southern hemisphere confirm the presence of a quiet day ring current (Mead and Cahill, 1967; Sugiura at al. 1970 ) and apparently merge into the field depression region at high latitudes. The northern ht.Ai.sphere data lies almost entirely in the field depression region and is largest at the highest r latitudes and at the times when the polar cusp is observed. Another high latitude quiet day inbound pass is presented in Figure 6 .
The entire region from the bow shock crossing at 11.6 RE to instrument The field between two parallel sheet currents is proportional to the currents and is uniform and independent of position between the sheets.
In the magnetosphere, however, the geomagnetic field diverges in the east-west or longitudinal direction yielding reduced sheet curzent intensity at the higher altitudes.
The total current, J, per unit length of longitude flowing into and out of the ionosphere in paxal.l.el sheets may be calculated as J where 48 is a rectangular area element oriented perpendicular to the field -► •► aligned sheets and containing one of them. Since j = ®xB we obtain J = J B.dl where the integration is around the area element. The only contribution to the integral is between the current sheets in the direction parallel to them. If two elements are considered, one at 3.100 km and Distortions from a dipole Field will tend to increase L but this effect is undoubtedly less than a factor of 2, at least at distances within 7 RE. (1966, 1967, 1970) on low altitude spacecraft 
